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Meeting Minutes of the  

Correlating Committee on the  
Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property 

January 7-8, 2014 
San Antonio, TX 

(NFPA 72 CC First Draft Meeting) 
 

Item 14-1-1 Call to Order 
 
Chair Robert P. Schifiliti (R.P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.) called the meeting to order at 8:00 AM.  
  
Item 14-1-2 Roll Call 
 
In addition to the chair, the following CC members were present: 
 
Andrew Berezowski (P) National Electrical Manufacturer’s Association 
Art Black (P)  Carmel Fire Protection Associates 
David Boswell (P) Hughes Associates, Inc 
J. Robert Boyer (P) UTC/Edwards Co 
Bruce Fraser (P)  Fraser Fire Protection Services  
Vic Humm (P)   Vic Humm & Associates 
Lynn Nielson (P)  City of Henderson  
Thomas Norton (P)    Norel Service Company 
Thomas Parrish (P)    Telgian Corporation 
Tom Smith (P)     National Electrical Contractors Association 
A.J. Capowski (A)    Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products 
Raymond Grill (A)    ARUP 
Thomas Hammerberg (A)   Automatic Fire Alarm Association 
Jeffrey Van Keuren (A)   UTC 
Frank Van Overmeiren (A)   FP& C Consultants, Inc 
L.J. Dallaire (NV TC Chair) TC on Single- and Multiple-Station Alarms & 

Household Fire Alarm Systems 
Manuelita David  (NV TC Chair)  TC on Fundamentals of Signaling Systems 
David Lowrey (NV TC Chair)  TC on Notification Appliances for Signaling Systems 
J. Jeffrey Moore (NV TC Chair)  TC on Testing and Maintenance of Signaling Systems 
Warren E. Olsen (NV TC Chair)  TC on Supervising Station Alarm Systems 
 
The following members attended by telephone/web due flight cancelations: 
 
Rodger Reiswig (P)    Tyco International 
Larry Shudak (P) Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 
Merton Bunker (NV TC Chair)  TC on Protected Premises Fire Alarm Systems 
Wayne D. Moore (NV TC Chair)  TC on Emergency Communications Systems 
 
The following guests were present: 
 
Shane Clary     Bay Alarm Company 
Dan Finnegan     Siemens 
 
The following NFPA Staff were present: 
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Bill Burke (Division Manager - Electrical Department) 
Lee F. Richardson (Secretary) 
 
Item 14-1-3 Approval of Meeting Agenda 
 
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative that the meeting agenda be 
approved. 
 
Item 14-1-4 Approval of Meeting Minutes 
  
It was moved, seconded and voted unanimously affirmative that the minutes of the October 21, 
2013 meeting of the Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and 
Property be approved. 
 
Item 14-1-5 Staff Remarks & Overview of New Process  
 
Opening remarks, a review of the processing schedule, an overview of the new process, and a 
refresher on legal concerns were presented via PowerPoint. 
 
There was a brief discussion of “lessons” learned from the TC first draft meetings. When the 
response to a public input included a change to the code (first revision), many committee 
members appeared to have difficulty transitioning from the old process where a response 
(committee action and statement) to a public proposal was handled all in one record.  With the 
new process there are two separate records involved: the public input and its resolution; and 
the first revision and its substantiation.  Further, the substantiation for the first revision should 
be addressed without referring back to the public input or the submitter’s substantiation. The 
substantiation for the first revision should independently state what is changing from the 
current code and why.  (It’s okay to use the public input substantiation as a starting point for 
the first revision committee statement as long as it is cleaned up to become the committee’s 
reason for change without referring to the PI or submitter’s proposed change or rationale).  It 
was suggested that more extensive committee chair/committee member training be conducted 
to assist in the transition to the new process, especially with regard to the processing of 
material at meetings.  (Training is further discussed under minutes item 14-1-11.) 
 
Item 14-1-6 Assignment of TC Responsibility  
 
Assignment of technical committee responsibilities was reviewed previously by the correlating 
committee.  The responsibility for some chapters like Chapters 3 and 7 is assigned to multiple 
committees.  This is also true to a lesser extent for other chapters.  In an effort to try to 
minimize these occurrences (and the resulting confusion and complexity) the correlating 
committee made a handful of changes documented in the 2-21-13 meeting minutes.  The 
actions of the committees during the first draft meetings went astray for two of these decisions.   
 
One of these was the decision to merge 10.11(SIG-ECS) and 23.8.1.1 (SIG-PRO) in Chapter 
10 (SIG-FUN).  The correlating committee decided to address this issue, if needed, during the 
process of reviewing the various committee actions in minutes item 14-1-9. 
 
The second of these decisions was to relocate all inspection, testing and maintenance 
requirements related to single- and multiple-station alarms and household fire alarm systems 
to Chapter 29.  This did not happen as a part of the committee actions for the first draft.  The 
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correlating committee reviewed the committee actions and decided not to pursue the relocation 
any further at this time. 
 
Item 14-1-7 Task Group Reports 
 

a) NFPA 720 versus NFPA 72 – The correlating committee had a brief discussion and 
decided that a separate conference call should be held to address this issue in a 
more focused way.  The CC chairman and NFPA Staff will develop a concept 
letter/email to outline the issues and various paths that might be taken. The 
conference call should be held late spring/early summer of 2014 and should include 
NFPA 720 TC members as guests.  It was noted that this would not impact the 2014 
edition of NFPA 720.  It was also noted that approval by the Standards Council may 
be needed depending on the direction recommended by the correlating committee. 

b) Networks – Correlating committee task group chair Wayne Moore reported that 
public inputs submitted by the task group had been reviewed by the SIG-PRO 
committee and first revisions were developed substantially based on the work of the 
task group.  It was decided that the task group should remain active, review the work 
of the committee and submit public comments as needed for consideration at the 
second draft meetings. 

c) Glossary of Terms - Correlating committee task group chair Jack McNamara was 
unable to attend.  However, it was observed that public inputs submitted by the task 
group had been reviewed by the committees and in some cases first revisions were 
developed.  It was decided that the task group should remain active, review the work 
of the committees and submit public comments as needed for consideration at the 
second draft meetings. 

d) Emergency Plan Terms - Correlating committee task group co-chairs are Wayne 
Moore and Merton Bunker.  [The issue involves the question of consistency in the 
use of emergency plan terms – “Response Plan,” versus “Emergency Response 
Plan,” versus “Emergency Plan” and others.]  It was observed that task group activity 
was minimal.  However, public inputs were submitted and first revisions were 
generated related to this subject.  It was decided that the task group should remain 
active, review the work of the committees and submit public comments as needed 
for consideration at the second draft meetings.  The scope of the task group needs 
to include the terms noted in minutes item 14-1-7 g). 

e) Forms Correlation - Correlating committee task group chair Art Black indicated that 
task group activity was minimal.  It was noted that only a couple of changes were 
made by first revisions.  However, correlation is still needed to make sure the forms 
and there related annex examples are consistent.  It was decided that the task group 
should remain active, review the work of the committees and submit public 
comments as needed for consideration at the second draft meetings. 

f) NFPA 72 versus NFPA 1221 - Correlating committee task group chair Doug Aiken 
was unavailable. No report was provided. 

g) Fire Risk Analysis Terms – After a brief discussion it was decided that this item 
should be incorporated with minutes item 14-1-7 d). 

h) Designer Terms - Correlating committee task group chair Jack McNamara was 
unable to attend. The correlating committee decided to address this issue, if needed, 
during the process of reviewing the various committee actions in minutes item 14-1-
9. 

i) Smoke Alarms in Commercial Occupancies - Correlating committee task group 
chair Wayne Moore reported that the task group submitted changes to the IBC but 
they were not accepted.  It was reported that the situation may be made worse by a 
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proposed revision that would require smoke alarms to be connected into building fire 
alarm systems.  The task group will remain active and review the requirements in 
NFPA 72 to make sure that are no conflicts within NFPA 72 itself. 

j) Strobe Operation - Correlating committee task group chair Andrew Berezowski 
reported that the task group submitted public input and first revisions were made in 
response. It was decided that the task group should remain active, review the work 
of the committee and submit public comments as needed for consideration at the 
second draft meetings. 

 
Item 14-1-8 Correlating Committee Liaison Reports 
 

a) NFPA 25 – Correlating committee liaison Tom Norton indicated that there was 
nothing to report. 

b) NFPA 101– Correlating committee liaison Wayne Moore indicated that NFPA 101 is 
in the final stages of the revision cycle and that there were no issues to report. 

c) NFPA 3 – NFPA 3/4 committee chair Wayne Moore reported that NFPA 3 is still a 
recommended practice and NFPA 4 is still a standard and looks good. It was noted 
that ICC is working on a document for commissioning. 

 
Item 14-1-9 Review of NFPA 72 First Draft, Public Inputs, Committee Inputs, and 

First Revisions 
 
The correlating committee reviewed the work of the committees chapter by chapter and 
produced correlating committee notes (CCNs) and first correlating revisions (FCRs) as needed 
for each chapter.  There were a total of 20 CCNs and 18 FCRs developed by the correlating 
committee.  The committee voted on each correlating committee action and accepted each 
chapter as a whole as amended by the correlating committee actions. 
 
NFPA staff noted that in five cases technical committee resolution statements were missing 
from the record.  (These cases were PIs 597, 600, 446, 622 and 392.)  This was because the 
PIs were reviewed by more than one committee and some of the committee statements were 
overwritten without preserving the original statements.  Staff has a record of the missing 
statements and they will be added to record before that first draft is posted. 
 
In addition to the CCNs and FCRs developed by the correlating committee the following 
additional observations and actions are noted. 
 

a) Chapter 2 – The concern was raised that ANSI/UL documents were not identified by 
the “edition” number used by UL.  Larry Shudak volunteers to submit public 
comments as needed to provide document identification consistent with UL’s 
designations. 

b) Chapter 3 –  
 The SIG-NAS committee modified the ownership of the definition of “Hearing 

Loss” in their action on FR 86 by assigning it to SIG-HOU.  The correlating 
committee found this action to be acceptable.  

 It was observed that the reference to FR 64 in the committee statement for PI 69 
should be to FR 364.  It was requested that NFPA staff correct this reference if 
possible for the record. 

c) Chapter 7 –  
 A comment expressed in voting on FR 267 raised the question of consistency in 

NFPA 72 on the use of terms like “enforcing authority” and “authority having 
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jurisdiction.”  The correlating committee accepted the committee’s action but has 
identified this question as a potential item for the Glossary of Terms task group to 
consider for the A2018 cycle. 

 The committee statement for FR 267 suggested that the correlating committee 
consider action to correlate the terms "system documents", "system record 
documents" and "record documents" throughout the Code.  The correlating 
committee directed that the Glossary of Terms task group review the usage of 
these terms and, if needed, submit public comment(s) for consideration at the 
second draft meetings. 

 NFPA staff noted that FR 204 was processed by the SIG-FUN committee to add 
new 7.7.1.5.  However since the proposed 7.7.1.5 would be officially under the 
scope of SIG-ECS, FR 204 was changed to CI 204.  NFPA Staff provided the 
SIG-FUN committee notice of this action prior to the close of balloting. 

 NFPA staff noted that FR 303 was processed by the SIG-TMS committee to 
modify A.7.8.2.  However since A.7.8.2 is officially under the scope of SIG-FUN, 
FR 303 was changed to CI 303.  NFPA Staff provided the SIG-TMS committee 
notice of this action prior to the close of balloting. 

 NFPA staff noted that FR 361 was processed by the SIG-ECS committee to 
modify A.7.8.2.  However since A.7.8.2 is officially under the scope of SIG-FUN, 
FR 361 was changed to CI 361.  NFPA Staff provided the SIG-ECS committee 
notice of this action prior to the close of balloting. 

d) Chapter 10 – NFPA staff noted that FR 65 was processed by the SIG-IDS 
committee to delete 10.4.5.1.  However since 10.4.5.1 is officially under the scope of 
SIG-FUN, FR 65 was changed to CI 65.  NFPA Staff provided the SIG-IDS 
committee notice of this action prior to the close of balloting. 

e) Chapter 12 – After reviewing the changes for network circuit classification in 12.3.6 
and A.12.3.6, it was noted that some of the terms used, such as “endpoints,” 
“uplink,” “switch” may be confused with usage in other parts of the code.  The 
correlating committee directed the Glossary of Terms task group to work with the 
Networks task group to develop public comments for consideration at the second 
draft meetings to update/create definitions as needed. 

f) Chapter 14 – FR 302 made changes to the required frequency of testing in Table 
14.4.3.2 for Item 17(j), supervisory initiating devices.  The changes were made 
inadvertently in the 2013 edition when the tables were merged and reformatted. 
(NFPA staff subsequently check to make sure the changes were not errata.)  The 
changes made in FR 302 are as follows: 

Change to Table 14.4.3.2 initiating devices Line item 17(j)(1)  
"Annual" changed to "Semi-Annual" in Periodic Frequency column. 
Change to Table 14.4.3.2 initiating devices Line item 17(j)(2) (3), (4) and (5)  
"Annual" changed to "Quarterly" in Periodic Frequency column. 

The correlating committee concurred that the changes made for these items in the 
2013 edition were inadvertent, not intended and not supported by technical 
substantiation.  The CC directed that a TIA be developed and processed to change 
the testing frequencies in the 2013 edition back to the intended values (2010 
edition), which will then be to be consistent with those of FR 302.    

g) Chapter 17 – no additional minutes items were noted. 
h) Chapter 18 – no additional minutes items were noted. 
i) Chapter 21 – no additional minutes items were noted. 
j) Chapter 23 – It was observed that a number of PIs and FRs made reference to FR 

237.  However, FR 237 does not appear to exist.  NFPA staff indicated that the FR 
237 record was changed to FR 366 in order to resolve a display issue that had 
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occurred with Terra. (Notice was provide to the SIG-PRO committee prior to the 
close of balloting.)  It was requested that NFPA staff correct these references if 
possible for the record. 

k) Chapter 24 – It was noted that FR 329 added a requirement for the inspection and 
testing of elevator emergency communications systems.  The correlating committee 
requested that a joint Chapter 14 and 24 task group be formed to reflect this change 
in Chapter 14.  Frank Van Overmeiren agree to chair this task group. 

l) Chapter 26 – no additional minutes items were noted. 
m) Chapter 27 – no additional minutes items were noted. 
n) Chapter 29 – As a part of the review for Chapter 29 it was noted that new 

requirements had been added for mesh networks.  Concerns were raised that the 
terminology used for wireless systems in Chapter 23 and 29 may need to be 
updated for correlation and consistency.  The correlating committee directed that a 
joint task group between the two committees be formed to consider if any changes 
need to be submitted for consideration during the second draft meetings.  Jeff Van 
Keuren agreed to chair the task group. Task group members will also include LJ 
Dallaire, Larry Shudak and Scott Barrett. 

o) Annex G - The concern was raised that ANSI/UL documents were not identified by 
the “edition” number used by UL.  Larry Shudak volunteers to submit public 
comments as needed to provide document identification consistent with UL’s 
designations. 

 
Item 14-1-10 Processing Schedule – Second Draft Schedule 
 
NFPA staff requested the correlating committee to consider changing the schedule for the 
second draft TC and CC meetings.  Having had the experience of splitting the first draft TC 
meetings into two separate weeks, it was observed that splitting the meetings did not realize 
the intended benefit of having committees consider correlation issues between meetings.  In 
addition the time between the first set of meetings and balloting was excessively long.  Further, 
it was noted that the current plan only allowed a two week period between the two sets of 2nd 
draft meetings.  It was proposed to the correlating committee that all 2nd draft technical 
committee meetings be held during a single week – the week of June 23-27, 2014.  After some 
discussion the correlating committee agreed to the proposed change. It was noted in the 
discussion that NFPA staff would need to provide agenda material by the end of May to 
provide committee members with sufficient time for review prior to the meetings. 
 
NFPA staff also proposed a change to the dates of the CC second draft meeting.  The 
proposed meeting dates were October 28 & 29, 2014 instead of November 4-6, 2014.  This 
was proposed to allow sufficient processing time for the second draft report.  The correlating 
committee agreed to this change. 
 
The venues previously agreed to by the correlation committee for the TC meetings (Omaha or 
Indianapolis) were not proposed to change.  However, it was suggested that Omaha be 
avoided for the proposed week because local events may cause hotel availability issues. 
 
As a postscript to the meeting, the NFPA Meetings Department has been unsuccessful in 
procuring meeting space in Indianapolis.  Alternate venues are now being pursued. 
 
Item 14-1-11 Discussion of Potential Training Methods & Strategy for New Process 
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A recap of “lessons” learned (see minutes item 14-1-5) was provided and the correlating 
committee considered potential strategies to obtain a higher degree of success with committee 
member training. 
 
NFPA staff noted that there were a number of training videos available for on-line review.  A 
list of these videos will be provided to committee members.   
 
Three significant training needs were identified during the discussion: 

 How to make public comments 
 How to prepare prior to the meetings 
 How to conduct business at the meetings 

 
Concerning the latter need, it was suggested that perhaps a mock meeting be conducted for 
committee chairs with example situations prepared in advance for use during the meeting.  A 
tentative date of April 29, 2014 was suggested for the mock meeting.  NFPA staff will pursue 
the identification or development of training material to address these training needs. 
 
Item 14-1-12 Other Business 
 
(none) 
 
Item 14-1-13 Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 3:30 PM on January 8, 2014. 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
 
 
Lee F. Richardson  
Staff Liaison and Secretary 


